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Key additions of PPCP project to MREGS

• Awareness building regarding watershed development approach
• Performing Shramdaan as pre-condition for selection of village
• Assets creation by undertaking only works related to watershed 

development 
• Participatory planning
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NREGA, A Powerful Tool for
Sustainable Village Development

National Rural Employment Guarantee Act (NREGA) 
of 2005 deemed as powerful tool of poverty alleviation and 
rural development through employment generation. It aims 
“to enhance livelihood security of the people in rural areas 
by generating wage employment through works that develop 
the infrastructure base of that area and create productive and 
durable assets”. Th us, it addresses both immediate and long 
term needs of rural India simultaneously. Rights and demand 
based approach makes NREGA revolutionary. NREGS is 
modelled upon the Employment Guarantee (EG) Act and 
Employment Guarantee Scheme (EGS) of Maharashtra. 
Th e major point of diff erence between the two schemes is in 
their execution process. NREGA emphasizes strengthening 
of rural governance through decentralisation and processes 
of transparency and accountability. Th e Gram Panchayats 
have been given major powers to plan and execute the 
works needed for village development. Permissible activities 
under the Act includes watershed activities for conservation 
of water as well as construction of roads and several other 
small activities, which do not require more than 40 per cent 
of skilled work. Transparent payment process and volume 
based remuneration ensure 
sound returns for the works 
of labourers. Implementation 
of NREGS in the letters and 
spirit of the Act can radically 
alter rural economy, ecology, 
governance, livelihoods and 
status of women, and other 
marginal sections.
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Enabling factors
Following were the factors that proved eff ective in the PPCP 
process

• Qualifi ed selection of project villages

• Raising Watershed approach awareness and reaching to the 
people

• Winning trust and cooperation of bureaucracy 

• Utilising advantages off ered by PPCP model such as Project 
Monitoring Committee (PMC) for prompt sanctioning 
and execution

• Conducting Shramdaan and its impact

• Ensuring quality of work

• Assuring transparency built in NREGS/ MREGS

As the impacts in the treated portion of the village are visible 
in terms of increased water and conservation of soil, rest of 
the villagers are eager to get their lands treated too in the 
next phase. In a way, the effi  cacy of watershed measures is 
demonstrated to the villagers through activities and its visible 
results in a practical manner, which proved to be far more 
convincing. 

benefi cial to not only the benefi ciary land owners, but also 
neighbouring farmers. Th e farmers of some of the project 
villages cited following impacts. 

Key Impacts

� Increased Water Availability

� Soil and nutrient conservation 

� Increased capacity to counter drought

� Quality and transparency in work

� Off  season employment availability 

� Opportunity to earn greater than usual income

� Availability of income at the important juncture

Impact on women labourers 

� Th e percentage of women in the labour employed was quite 
high throughout the year and in all the places.

� Greater earning than daily wages as farm workers

� Off  season employment for women

� Increase in savings and credit

� Empowerment of women through increased and timely 
earnings.
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MREGS Leaving Positive Impressions....
As the PPCP added ‘ridge to valley’ watershed approach in 
the MREGS implementation, it brought fl ow of benefi ts to 
the farmers. Th e soil and water conservation measures such 
as compartment bunds initiated under the project proved 



Unique Initiative of Public-Private-Civil Society 
Partnership (PPCP) by WOTR
NREGA allows strategic partnership in the implementation 
between government, NGOs, Private companies, and PRIs. 
Availing this opportunity, a distinctive “Public-Private-
Civil Society Partnership” (PPCP) initiative was taken for 
implementing Maharashtra Rural Employment Guarantee 
Scheme (MREGS) in two talukas of Jalana district. Th e 
project is guided by a tripartite agreement made between 
GoM–ITC–Watershed Organisation Trust (WOTR), 
Ahmednagar and its’ sister organization Sanjeevani 
Institute for Empowerment and Development (SIED). 
Th is collaborative project is not merely aimed at routine 
implementation of the project but to develop the human 
potential to manage and maintain local resources. WOTR-
SIED has the key role of capacity building of PRIs and thus 
to facilitate planning and implementation of MREGS in 
Bhokardan (24 villages) and Jafrabad (21 villages) blocks. 
Th e approach adopted by WOTR-SIED in this project is 
unique in the sense that integrated or comprehensive village 
development plan is prepared and implemented on watershed 
lines in which emphasis is put upon management of natural 
resources. It also means achieving the dual objectives 
of providing employment and facilitating sustainable 
development. Success of this experience shows how the 
funds available for employment generation can be utilised for 
integrated watershed development in participatory way.

Participatory Implementation
MREGS implementation through PPCP began in 2008-09 
with appointment of WOTR-SIED as Technical Service 
Provider (TSP). As MREGS is primarily implemented 

Building of compartment bunds was major activity during this phase 
of the project. These bunds are built only after taking consent and 
cooperation of neighbouring farmers. Once they are build they can 
provide clear cut demarcation for farmers. Many villagers noted that 
disputes that occur annually regarding farm boundaries, especially 
at the beginning of farming season have reduced by that. 

Table 1: Progress at glance

 Work Order Received Number of      Work done till June 2010
 Area (Ha) Amount (₨) labour-days generated Area (Ha) Amount (₨)

 10,126 79,477440 2,04,263 4,006 21,500000

“In the absence of Shramdaan aspect we could have been got stuck 
and become mere puppets in the hands of the bureaucracy. We 
couldn’t have been able to speak forcefully with the collector or Chief 
Executive Officer (CEO). The myth that people do not need work was 
shattered as people performed Shramdaan to fulfil pre-condition 
of the project. Besides it proved that people are supporting us”. 
– Sandip Jadhav (Executive Director, SIED)

through state government machinery and PRIs, initial 
challenge was to gain their cooperation and get into act. 
Th is was achieved through discussions and dialogue with 
the district-block level offi  cials and concerned departments. 
Gram Panchayat and Gram Sabha, which are village level 
PRIs, play important role in the implementation of MREGS 
as minimum 50% work has to be implemented by GP under 
the programme. Hence, involvement of Gram Sevak, who is 
Gram Panchayat secretary and has the key responsibility at the 
fi eld level, was crucial. Initial scepticism and resistance among 
Gram Sevaks to implement MREGS in their villages was 

removed through dialogue 
by using the platform of 
fortnightly block level 
meetings and importantly 
by convincing Gram 
Sevak Union. 

Th e process began 
with the selection of the 
villages. First technically 
preferable villages were 
identifi ed with the help 

of topographical maps. From these villages, those along 
the banks of three rivers and the ones which were already 
covered by IWDP, DPAP schemes were omitted. Preference 
was given to those who had demonstrated participatory 
history while implementing various schemes like Jalswarajya, 
Sant Gadgebaba Swatchhata Abhiyan or Total Sanitation 
Campaign. Th ese villages were identifi ed with the help of 
district and block level governmental offi  cers. Th ereafter, 
meetings were arranged in these identifi ed villages to 
explain objectives as well as preconditions for initiating 
project activities to the villagers. Pre-conditions for the 
initiation of activities were acceptance and commitment 
towards watershed approach and sustainability of assets 
produced through the project. Th is commitment was to 
be demonstrated by performing qualifi ed Shramdaan. Th e 
performance of qualifi ed Shramdaan (voluntary labour) also 
reiterated the criticality and the need of the programme to 
the villagers. Finally, only those villages, which performed 
qualifi ed Shramdaan, were selected as project villages.

Under MREGS, villagers’ demanding for unskilled 
work is suffi  cient for initiating programme. However, due 
to distinct approach of PPCP, the villagers were made aware 
about ridge to valley watershed approach and performance of 
Shramdaan. Th is awareness raising eff orts were carried out in 

a campaign mode. In this campaign 
various village level meetings, Gram 
Sabhas and even door to door 
meetings were organised. Video 
shows, Folk songs and specifi cally 
a programme by ‘Kalapathak’ 
(Bharud – local folk form) 
contributed in communicating the 
distinctiveness of the project from 
previous employment generation 
programmes like EGS. Th is 
campaign also emphasised that how watershed development 

approach is important than mere short 
term relief in the form of employment. 
Further, exposure visits of key persons in 
the villages to successful watersheds were 
arranged. All this eff ort got translated 
into performance of Shramdaan by the 
villagers, which proved to be the trigger 
in the whole process, as in one stroke, it 
shattered myths and doubts about the 
need of the programme and demand for it. 

Diffi  culties encountered

• Initial resistance and inhibitions of local bureaucracy

• Novel concept of Shramdaan was diffi  cult to get acceptance 
of the people

• Issues related to agricultural department regarding area of 
operation

• Delay in planning and sanctioning of work

• Initial confusion about measurement and wages due to 
change in the system that prevailed under EGS

• Inability to provide higher wage rates meant for sandy loam 
work when it is found in the land recorded as agricultural 
land due to governmental norms

• Delay in payments

• Non reimbursement of miscellaneous costs to Gram 
Panchayats in timely manner

• Confusion regarding fi nancing for facilities at the work site


